If the genetic code arose in an RNA world, present codon assignments may reflect primordial RNA-amino acid affinities. Whether aptamers selected from random pools to bind free amino acids do so using the cognate codons at their binding sites has been controversial. Here we defend and extend our previous analysis of arginine binding sites, and propose a model for the maintenance of codon-amino acid interactions through the evolution of amino acids from ribozyme cofactors into the building blocks of proteins.
INTRODUCTION
Inferences about the evolution of core metabolic functions are difficult, because billions of years of evolution separate today's elaborate cellular processes from their chemical origins+ The genetic code is especially problematic: not only has it been unclear whether there is an underlying chemical basis linking codons to their cognate amino acids (Gamow, 1954; Woese et al+, 1966; Lacey & Mullins, 1983; Yarus & Christian, 1989; Lacey, 1992; Yarus, 1998) , but the "universal" genetic code actually has changed in numerous lineages (Osawa, 1995) + Similar changes in the genetic code prior to the Last Universal Ancestor, perhaps to add amino acids or to minimize genetic error, could easily have altered beyond recognition any primordial, chemically determined code (Crick, 1968; Wong, 1975; Freeland & Hurst, 1998a; Knight et al+, 1999) + In modern translation, the meaning of a particular codon can easily be altered by mutating the tRNA (Osawa & Jukes, 1989; Schultz & Yarus, 1994 )+ This is because the ribosome matches codons with anticodons, but never checks whether tRNAs are correctly charged+ The responsibility for linking specific amino acids with specific codons (via the anticodon-bearing tRNAs) lies with a group of enzymes, the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, which can employ sophisticated proofreading mechanisms but do not always recognize the anticodon specifically (Ibba & Soll, 1999) + Thus the present code is somewhat malleable+ In this context, that aptamers selected to bind arginine seem to do so using the canonical set of arginine codons (Knight & Landweber, 1998 ) is surprising, especially because modern tRNA contains the anticodons instead+ If a codon/ binding site association implies direct templating of protein synthesis (Yarus, 1998) , why would tRNA evolve as an intermediary between template and peptide?
Are stereochemical associations an artifact?
One possibility is that this codon/binding site association is an artifact+ Diverse RNA sequences can perform the same task: in SELEX experiments, dissimilar molecules survive many cycles of harsh selection (Geiger et al+, 1996) + Few of these sequences are ever further characterized+ Consequently, it is possible to choose post-hoc from the same experiments a set of sequences that either does or does not show any particular desired property (Ellington et al+, 2000) + An association need not be universal for prebiotic relevance; however, to influence primordial codon assignments, the association between trinucleotide sequences and binding sites need only occur more often than chance (we assume that the conditions in SELEX recapture to some extent the conditions in the RNA world)+ Here we test whether the apparent association between arginine codons and arginine binding sites is a statistical quirk of the particular sequences chosen for characterization in each case+ codons and binding sites, differs from our previous analysis (Knight & Landweber, 1998) in both choice of included nucleotides and choice of included sequences+ Our choice of sequences was very simple: we included all and only those sequences that (1) had been selected from randomized pools to bind free arginine, and (2) had structural data available+ This choice was a priori unbiased with respect to whether these particular sequences had greater or lesser codon/binding site associations than others that might alternatively be chosen+ We excluded two natural arginine binders, TAR and the group I intron, because they are shaped by selection in organisms for functions other than binding free arginine+ In the case of TAR, this is demonstrated by the fact that the K d for free arginine is halved by substituting a G:C base pair for the natural A:U base pair immediately 39 of the bulge (Tao & Frankel, 1996) + If TAR were really under selection to optimize free arginine binding, nature should have effected this minor change already+
Two of the aptamers, that from Connell and Yarus (1994) and clone 16 from Tao and Frankel (1996) , have binding sites that overlap or base pair to the constant region+ It can be argued that these sequences should be excluded from the analysis on the grounds that the binding sites were not really selected from random sequence (Ellington et al+, 2000) + Inclusion or exclusion of these two sequences does not qualitatively affect the results (see below), although the reduced sample size lowers the significance slightly+ A separate but related issue is that constant regions might influence the apparent association+ This includes primers, and the aptamer used for NMR structure determination (Yang et al+, 1996) also had an extra nonbinding-site CGA Arg codon at positions 41-43 not present in Famulok's original aptamer, introduced for convenience to create a GAAA tetraloop (M+ Famulok, T+ Hermann, and E+ Westhof, pers+ comm+)+ However, inclusion or exclusion of these parts of the sequence does not actually affect the results greatly (summarized in Table 3 )+
Statistical methodology
To assess whether an association exists between binding sites and particular codon sets, we use the G test for independence for a 2 ϫ 2 contingency table (Sokal & Rohlf, 1995) partitioning nucleotides into classes based on whether or not they are found in codons and whether or not they are found in binding sites+ If the two variables are independent, then the probability of observing a particular state in one variable is unaffected by the state of the other variable+ Thus, of the nucleotides in binding sites, the fraction of nucleotides both in binding sites and in codons should be proportional to the fraction of nucleotides in codons overall+ The same applies to the other three possible combinations of states, so the expected number of occurrences of any particular outcome is the total number of nucleotides multiplied by the fraction of nucleotides in the appropriate row and column+
These expected values are compared against the actual counts in each cell, and a test statistic (G) is computed and placed within a known probability distribution (x 2 with 1 degree of freedom)+ This yields a p value, which is the probability of finding an equal or greater discrepancy between observed and expected values by chance if the variables really were independent+ The test is 2-tailed, but we are interested only in those motifs that give high G values because they occur surprisingly often (rather than surprisingly rarely) at binding sites, making our prediction directional+ This can be tested by measuring whether the fraction of nucleotides in codons is greater for nucleotides inside binding sites, in which case we assign G a positive value; otherwise, G is negative+ Because the prediction is directional, the p value for a given G is halved if G is positive (and therefore the discrepancy is in the direction predicted); otherwise it is halved and subtracted from 1+ Thus, we tested whether nucleotides at binding sites were disproportionately likely to be included in arginine codons (or, equivalently, whether nucleotides included in arginine codons were disproportionately likely to be found at binding sites)+
In this article, we exhaustively test the other codon sets to ensure that none has as great an association with arginine binding sites as does the Arg set+ This goes beyond the original hypothesis (that Arg codons will associate with arginine sites), but raises the possibility that, because of the larger number of comparisons, some will appear to be significant just by chance+ We correct for multiple comparisons by finding the probability that at least one codon set will show an association of a particular magnitude: this relation is given by a9 ϭ 1 Ϫ (1 Ϫ a) n , where a is the original probability of a type I error (rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true), a9 is the corrected probability, and n is the number of comparisons (21 codon sets, including termination)+ The probability that at least one amino acid exceeds a significance level a, and that the amino acid that does so is arginine, is given by a9/n+
The method is attractive because it makes relatively few assumptions, the main one being that all nucleotides form an equivalent population+ This is reasonable when sequences are selected from a pool that is initially random at all positions, as we can compare the sequences that survive the selection to the set of all sequences of the same length+ It could be argued that this method does not take into account biases in nucleotide composition in and out of binding sites (Ellington et al+, 2000) + This would imply that the composition but not the order of bases in a sequence must systematically affect the likelihood that it will survive the selection process+ There is also a causality problem: biased composition at binding sites influences the probability that codons will appear there, but, conversely, selection for particular codons at binding sites would influence their composition+ Biased sequence composition does not explain the association There are three ways to address nucleotide bias; we use two of these to show that nucleotide bias cannot explain the association, and explain why the third is less appropriate for this situation+ The first is to perform a Monte Carlo simulation comparing the actual sequences with randomly generated sequences with the same nucleotide frequencies inside and outside binding sites+ The second is to test whether permuted codons associate with binding sites as well as do the actual codons+ The third is to replicate the test for independence separately for each nucleotide+
The first approach compares the actual sequences to the set of sequences with the same composition, directly estimating the probability of a particular level of association+ For each replicate, we randomized the order of nucleotides in each sequence, maintaining the number of each type of base inside and outside binding sites+ We then calculated G values for each codon set with the randomized binding sites, repeating the process 1,000,000 times per run (Table 1 )+ Using our original set of sequences and binding sites, only 10 random sequence sets show a higher association between Arg codons and arginine binding sites than does the actual sequence set (Fig+ 1) (Knight & Landweber, 1998) ; using Ellington's suggested binding sites and excluding constant regions and the two sequences in which the binding sites overlap the constant regions (see below) 4,699 random sets showed higher association (p , 0+005), still more than an order of magnitude fewer than the closest competitor+ This shows that compositional bias in aptamers and their binding sites cannot explain the association+ The second approach tests whether permuted codons show as high an association with binding sites as do the actual codons, as would be predicted if composition bias were important+ For each of the codon blocks CGN and AGR, there are six possible permutations, leading to 36 combinations of the two codon blocks+ Table 2 shows G values for all the possible permutations using the sequences and binding sites from our original article (Knight & Landweber, 1998) , clearly showing that the actual Arg codon set has a far greater association with arginine binding sites than does any permuted set, even when those permuted sets still contain a significant subset of Arg codons+ Thus, the results cannot be explained by sequence-independent compositional bias of Arg codons+
The third approach, replicating the test for independence on a nucleotide-by-nucleotide basis, assumes that if there is an association between nucleotides that are in codons and nucleotides that are in binding sites then the association should hold for each of U, C, A, and G separately (Ellington et al+, 2000) + Unfortunately, this approach has both practical and theoretical limitations+ Practically, the G test is overly conservative when expected counts in cells are below 5+ This can be partially ameliorated by using Fisher's Exact Test, which avoids the poor fit between the G statistic and the x 2 distribution when cell counts are small, but the fundamental problem is that partitioning the data into four times as many classes increases the chance of accepting the null hypothesis when it is false (a type II error)+ Although this test reduces the effective sample sizes by a factor of four, the cost in statistical power would be acceptable if it provided further useful information+ However, this is not the case+ It is neither necessary nor sufficient that U, C, A, and G at binding sites all associate with codons to show an overall association between codons and binding sites+ Considering each nucleotide separately is the wrong level of analysis because it misses the forest for the trees: the key issue is whether codons, not the nucleotides that comprise them, associate with binding sites+ For instance, U is only found in one of six arginine codons (CGU)+ Even if U by TABLE 1+ Codon/binding site associations using actual and randomized sets of sequences, using either our original sequences and binding sites (Knight & Landweber, 1998) or Ellington et al+'s (2000) binding sites and excluding constant regions and disputed sequences+ Knight and Landweber (1998) Ellington et al+ (2000) Amino The slight difference between the G reported here for arginine (20+0) and that reported previously (20+2) is due to exclusion of two undetermined nucleotides, counted as noncodon and nonbinding in our original paper+ itself does not show any codon/binding site association, CGU codons may well do so due to associations of CG doublets generally: evolution is blind to whether the association applies to each base individually, as long as it applies to the codon as a whole+ It is possible to construct sequences for which there is a codon/ binding site association for each of the four nucleotides but not for nucleotides overall, and vice versa (data not shown)+ This is an example of Simpson's Paradox, which demonstrates the importance of examining phenomena at the correct level+
Testing Arginine/Arg codon associations
Given the original set of 5 sequences (Fig+ 1), the differences in choice of binding sites proposed by Ellington et al+ (2000) and by Yarus (2000) affect the exact level of significance of the associations, but do not qualitatively change the result that the arginine codon/binding site association is highly significant, and that no other codon set associates with arginine sites as well as the arginine codon set when the original sequences are considered (Table 3 )+ The Ala and Glu codon sets are never significantly overrepresented though they have the same composition as the two blocks of Arg codons, indicating that nucleotide bias cannot explain this finding+ G63 in the Geiger et al+ (1996) aptamer is described as "weakly protected," though this protection is unconvincing (M+ Yarus, unpubl+ data)+ Inclusion or exclusion of this nucleotide affects the results only minimally+ Yarus (2000) discusses the concordance between different methods for determining binding sites, and finds that, in general, each method implicates the same nucleotides+ Therefore, although chemical modification and nuclease mapping do not provide incontrovertible struc-FIGURE 1. Five independent classes of arginine aptamers+ (a) Yang et al+ (1996) , (b) Connell and Yarus (1994) , (c) Geiger et al+ (1996) , (d) Tao and Frankel (1996) clone 2, (e) Tao and Frankel (1996) clone 16+ Arginine codons are red (AGR) and green (CGN)+ Grey highlight indicates nucleotides considered as binding in our original analysis (Knight & Landweber, 1998 All values are corrected G values for the set of codons given by the row and column, that is, the first entry is CGN ϩ AGR+ Significant G values are shown in bold; the greatest association in each row and in each column is shown in italics+ Note that the actual Arg codon set (first cell) shows by far the greatest association, and that the sets containing one of the Arg blocks (CGN, the first row, or AGR, the first column) always show stronger associations than do comparable sets that lack one of these blocks+ tural information, we can be fairly confident that the method is useful for this type of analysis+ Arg codon/site association is not an artifact of aptamer sampling There remains the question of whether this codon/ binding site result is general, or a statistical fluke resulting from the particular choice of sequences for characterization+ Although this choice was presumably random with respect to whether a codon/binding site association would eventually be observed from each sequence, it is possible that the chosen sequences were not representative of the entire population of arginine binders+ Indeed, Ellington et al+ (2000) choose a different set of sequences from the same experiments (their Fig+ 6), make the assumption that they have the same structures, and show that the resulting G value is greatly reduced (see Fig+ 2 for alignments)+ Therefore the question is whether the set Ellington et al+ (2000) chose for analysis is more representative of the data as a whole than the set we used, because-while the arginine codon/binding site association is still significant-this choice affects the apparent improbability of the association by several orders of magnitude+ To test what would be expected to occur on average, had other sequences been chosen, we assumed (as Ellington et al+ do) that the alternative published sequences share the same binding site nucleotides as the sequence actually characterized+ This gives a choice of 2 sequences from Connell and Yarus (1994) , 3 sequences for Geiger et al+ (1996) (the remaining sequences have no obvious similarity, so the binding sites cannot be inferred), 12 sequences for Yang et al+ (1996) that were previously selected by Famulok (Famulok, 1994) , 22 sequences for TAR-like clone 16 and 19 sequences for clone 2 from Tao and Frankel (1996) 
Yarus: set of sequences and nucleotides from Yarus ( (Connell and Yarus (1994) , and Tao and Frankel (1996) clone 16) excluded+ N: nucleotides implicated by chemical modification but shown by NMR not to participate in binding counted as nonbinding+ In all cases, the arginine codon set shows the greatest association, except in the set from Ellington Figure 6+ However, failure of arginine codons to show the greatest association in this set is an artifact of including bases shown by NMR not to be in the binding site (compare columns marked "all" with adjacent columns marked "N")+ Significance cutoffs (1-tailed test corrected for 21 multiple comparisons): p ϭ 0+05, G ϭ 7+92; p ϭ 0+01, G ϭ 10+91; p ϭ 0+001, G ϭ 15+22+ Note: these are the probabilities that at least one codon set would show a greater or equal association; divide by 21 for the probability that the particular codon set showing the association is arginine+ with or without the disputed sequences and constant regions and using either Ellington et al+'s, Yarus's, or our original choice of binding site nucleotides+ Using our original set of sequences and binding sites (Fig+ 3A) , the mean G value for Arg codon/site associations is 8+21, indicating that on average we would still expect to see a significant association (the significance cutoff for p ϭ 0+05 after correcting for 21 multiple comparisons is FIGURE 2. Alternative aptamers from each experiment+ First aptamer in each set, numbering, and coloring of binding sites are as in Figure 1+ 7+92)+ No other codon set comes close, the nearest being the set of termination codons (G ϭ 3+98)+ Although this mean value is much lower than the value of 20+0 for the actual sequence set, it is still impressive given the tenuous assignment of nonconserved nucleotides to binding sites based only on their position in the molecule+ If we exclude constant regions and the two disputed sequences (Fig+ 3B) the average G value for Arg increases to 8+86, indicating that these potentially problematic regions do not materially affect the result (the mean is 8+39 if we include the disputed sequences but exclude the constant regions)+ For this set, the next highest mean G value is 2+32, for Lys+ Ellington et al+'s choice of binding sites decreases the mean G value somewhat (mean of 5+52 for Arg if the disputed sequences are included; 4+68 without them), while Yarus's choice of binding sites increases it (mean of 9+76 with the disputed sequences; 8+36 without them)+ Note that for a single comparison (i+e+, testing the specific prediction that Arg codons associate with arginine binding sites) a G value of 4+68 (with 1 degree of freedom) still corresponds to a 1-tailed p value of 0+015+ Thus even if we picked a set of sequences at random and assumed that the binding sites in uncharacterized sequences were the same as those in characterized sequences, we would still expect to see the association+ Two data sets individually include sufficient sequences for meaningful analyses: Tao and Frankel's (1996) two classes of arginine binders and Famulok's (1994) arginine and citrulline binders+ Because the sequences within a set are not independent, the magnitude of the G value is greatly inflated and is itself not meaningful+ However, the relative G values are illustrative: the arginine codon set has by far the greatest codon/binding site association in Famulok's arginine, but not his citrulline, aptamers (Fig+ 4A)+ In contrast, arginine does not show particularly strong codon/binding site associations in either of the classes of Tao and Frankel's aptamers (Fig+ 4B), and had these been the only aptamers available, the general codon/binding site association for arginine aptamers would not have been apparent+ This underscores the importance of analyzing multiple, independent data sets+ Other small-ligand sites do not overrepresent Arg codons
We also tested the set of aptamers to small-molecule ligands other than arginine for which NMR data are now available ]+ Comparing the codon/binding site associations for the nonarginine set to that for the set of aptamers using the most inclusive set of binding sites (Yarus's) (Fig+ 4C) shows that the association between arginine codons and binding sites is not general to small-molecule ligands, but applies only and strikingly to arginine+ Furthermore, the association between codons and binding sites appears to go beyond arginine+ Both isoleucine and tyrosine, the only other two amino acids for which strong, specific RNA binders are known, have conserved cognate codons at their binding sites+ When the data from these selections are pooled, the evidence against the null hypothesis of no codon/binding site association is even more overwhelming (Yarus, 2000) + Interestingly, the two DNA aptamers to arginine for which structures have been determined by NMR (Lin et al+, 1998; Robertson et al+, 2000) extend this codon/binding site association beyond RNA+ For these two sequences, tgaccagggcaaACGgtAGGTgagtggtca and cgaccAACGTnnCGCCTggtcg (binding sites capitalized; Arg codons underlined), the G value for Arg A B codon/binding site association is 8+82 (p ϭ 0+0015), and is much higher than that for any other codon set+ This implies that the information lies among the bases and that the choice of backbone itself is not critical, which should assure those who doubt the plausibility of prebiotic RNA synthesis (Lazcano & Miller, 1996) +
DISCUSSION
We have shown that the statistical association between codons and binding sites cannot easily be explained away by the choice of particular sequences for analysis+ In the absence of a plausible model, however, A B C D FIGURE 4. Codon/binding site association values for (A) Famulok (1994) arginine (white) and citrulline (black) binders; (B) Tao and Frankel (1996) arginine binders in the families of Clone 2 (white) and Clone 16 (black); (C) the set of arginine aptamers using Yarus's (2000) binding sites (white) and the set of non-arginine aptamers for which NMR structures are available (black); and (D) codons and anticodons using the original set of aptamers and binding sites+ Note that the arginine codon set has by far the highest association with arginine sites in both B and C, but comes in third for citrulline sites and third-to-last for non-arginine sites generally+ The Tao and Frankel (1996) set, taken alone, does not show Arg codon/binding site associations, showing the importance of considering multiple independent sites+ There is no association between the set of arginine anticodons and arginine binding sites+ Bottom scale in C and D gives the log of the probability that a particular codon set would show as great or greater an association, calculated as follows: the probability that any of n codon sets shows a given level of association p just by chance is p9 ϭ 1 Ϫ ((1 Ϫ p) 21 )+ The probability that a particular codon set (e+g+, the Arg set) shows such an association is p9/n+ Large ticks are 10
x ; small ticks are 5 ϫ 10 x + these individual observations of fact have no context+ The model must explain why associations between amino acids and their codons should be preserved from the RNA world, maintaining informational continuity+ There are two pathways that could link motifs in primordial binding sites to anticodons in modern tRNAs: the anticodons could be either the descendants of the sites themselves or the descendants of sequences that recognized those sites by complementary base pairing+ However, although there is an association between arginine codons and their binding sites, there is clearly no such association with the anticodons (Fig+ 4D)+ We compare four models, Szathmáry's CCH (Coding Coenzyme Handle) (Szathmáry, 1993 (Szathmáry, , 1999 ), Yarus's DRT (Direct RNA Templating) (Yarus, 1998 ), Ellington's oligopeptide ligation model (Ellington et al+, 2000) , and a modified form of CCH in the light of this evidence+ DRT (Fig+ 5A) proposes that translation evolved from amino acid binding sites similar to those found in modern SELEX experiments, each of which binds a single amino acid using multiple codons+ Accumulation of several of these sites in a single molecule might promote oligopeptide formation, perhaps by bringing the amino and carboxyl groups of successive residues into proximity+ Although these sites would have been selected to recognize specific amino acids, they would also recognize (by base pairing) specific RNA sequences to which they were complementary+ Evolution of a transaminoacylating activity by other ribozymes could transform such complementary sequences into adaptors like modern tRNAs, accepting amino acids and pairing with their binding sites to read out the message+ Freed from the constraint of having to recognize the amino acids themselves, the sites on the message would become vestigial, eventually withering to single codons+
The main objection to DRT is that it requires a discontinuity at the point at which adaptors take over from direct templating+ Furthermore, it requires that each residue in a peptide be encoded by a large RNA site, but the evolvability of such a system may be limited depending on how specificities are connected in sequence space+ For instance, Famulok was able to select arginine binders that differed from citrulline binders by only three bases, but was unable to select any lysine, glutamine, or albizziin (an analog of citrulline) binders from the same pool (Famulok, 1994 )+ There are also potential reading frame difficulties in shifting from many bases per amino acid to only three bases per amino acid+ However, DRT does provide selective pressure for improving peptide synthesis from the very origin of the genetic code, and the principle of continuity may have preserved the templating rules established in such an early incarnation (Knight et al+, 1999 )+ It also correctly predicts the parity of the relationship between binding sites and tRNA+
In CCH (Fig+ 5B), the genetic code arises before peptide synthesis, and the original function of amino acids is to act as cofactors for ribozymes+ The genetic code could have linked amino acids to particular oligonucleotides, which could then base pair to ribozymes without an extensive and specific amino acid binding site+ Later, RNA molecules would specialize into coding sequences and catalysts+ However, known amino acid binding sites are much larger than a base triplet, and there is no evidence for direct binding between amino acids and trinucleotides in solution+ Furthermore, if the coding coenzyme handles were the original amino acid binding sites and evolved into tRNA, the conserved motif in tRNA (the "anticodon") should be the same as the motif found at binding sites, which is not the case+ Ellington et al+ (2000, see their Fig+ 7) suggest an alternative model, in which the first peptide bond formation was between oligopeptides such as poly(Lys, Arg), which could have acted as stabilizing counterions to RNA+ Ribozymes catalyzing this condensation could evolve sequence specificity, promoting the formation of particular desirable peptides+ Evolution of the binding sites to recognize free amino acids would allow the construction of these peptides once the prebiotic supplies were depleted+ These amino acid binding sites later became tRNAs+ Positively charged amino acids, much less polymers thereof, are unlikely to have existed in appreciable quantities in prebiotic settings (Miller, 1987; Weber & Miller, 1981) , although perhaps selection pressure existed for forming other peptides+ This oligopeptide ligation model also shares with CCH the drawback that it predicts the wrong parity for the genetic code: if tRNAs evolved from amino acid binding sites, then those sites should have more anticodons than expected (even if paired with the complementary codons)+ This is not the case+ Ellington et al+ (2000) suggest that the genetic code began with a single amino acid and then expanded through tRNA diversification, and so perhaps the amino acid whose binding sites contain more anticodons than expected is yet to be found+ We suggest the following modified version of CCH (Fig+ 5C): RNA sequences that were able to bind particular amino acids conferred some selective advantage, such as resistance to degradation, charge stabilization, or increased catalytic activity+ These RNA sequences were statistically likely to overrepresent the sequences that became their cognate codons at the binding sites for these amino acids+ Later, they evolved catalytic activity such that they were able to aminoacylate either themselves or other molecules; several aminoacylating ribozymes have recently been isolated (Illangasekare et al+, 1995; Lohse & Szostak, 1996; Welch et al+, 1997; Illangasekare & Yarus, 1999 )+ There may have been some noncoded or multi-ribozyme peptide synthesis at this point; nonribosomal peptide synthesis survives to this day, albeit in a very different form (von Dohren et al+, 1999)+ As riboorganisms came to depend heavily on amino acid metabolism, it would be useful to have a class of molecules that acted as amino acid carriers+ Evolution of the aminoacylating ribozymes to act in trans A B C FIGURE 5. Four models of the origin of the genetic code+ In DRT (A), multiple amino acid sites form the primordial mRNA templates; trans-aminoacylating ribozymes become modern rRNA; and amino acid acceptors/ adaptors become modern tRNA+ The original selection is for directed peptide synthesis+ In CCH (B), oligonucleotide handles that correspond to particular amino acids become the modern tRNA; some RNA molecules specialize to use these cofactors in catalysis, becoming ribozymes that are later displaced by protein enzymes, whereas others specialize for coding, later becoming mRNA+ The original selection is for noncovalent attachment of amino acids to ribozymes+ In Ellington et al+'s model (2000, see Fig+ 7 in their paper), peptide-ligating ribozymes evolve to use free amino acids, the aptamers evolving into modern tRNA and mRNA+ The original selection is for ligation of positively charged oligopeptides to stabilize RNA structure+ In our modified version of CCH (C), amino acid aptamers evolve into ribozyme aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, later displaced by protein versions; the aminoacylation substrates evolve into modern tRNA, and mRNA is a later invention+ The original selection is, as in CCH, for utilization of amino acids as ribozyme cofactors+ DRT and modified CCH are consistent with our observation that aptamers bind arginine using its codons rather than its anticodons+ would greatly increase the turnover of aminoacylated RNA, as a single catalyst could act on many substrate molecules per unit time+ This carrier, the ur-tRNA, would be selected to be a particularly good substrate for aminoacylation+ It would also need to somehow recognize the charging ribozyme+ Because the charging ribozyme would overrepresent codons at the amino acid binding site (the one place other than the general catalytic site that would have to remain constant), ur-tRNAs with the corresponding anticodons would be, on average, more likely to pair with ribozymes charging particular amino acids+ This would be especially important if nonhomologous sites charging the same amino acid had nothing in common except the overrepresentation of codons, as seems to be the case with actual aptamers from different selections+ If particular sequences (i+e+, the ur-tRNA) made especially good aminoacylation substrates, then they could duplicate and diverge (maintaining monophyly as Ellington et al+ propose) not as individual catalysts, but as acceptors that recognized particular preexisting catalysts by the sequences most likely to be overrepresented in their amino acid-specific domains+ In essence, if the amino acid is thought of as a key for the lock formed by the binding site, then the anticodon acts on average as a second key for recognition of the same site if the site is composed primarily of codons+ Like DRT, this model has the advantages of explaining why tRNAs act only as acceptors of amino acids, and why they contain the complements of the trinucleotides that are overrepresented at binding sites rather than those sequences themselves+ Unlike DRT, CCH defers coded peptide synthesis until after the evolution of tRNA-like molecules, eliminating discontinuities in reading frame size and in insertion of an extra component into an early but already developed translation apparatus+ This model still has several difficulties: it requires that the acceptor and the amino acid bind the site at the same motif, that there would be selection for aminoacylation of an intermediate amino acid carrier rather than of the final target for the amino acid, and that selection would somehow favor amino acid binding in the first place+ We propose it not as a definitive pathway for the evolution of the genetic code, but rather as a starting point for further elaboration+
CONCLUSION
The association between amino acids and their cognate codons, although apparent for the amino acids for which sufficient data are presently available, need not be universal, especially because natural selection would have favored assignments of similar amino acids to related codons (Ardell, 1998; Freeland & Hurst, 1998a , 1998b )+ Some amino acids, such as tryptophan, glutamine, and asparagine, may have entered the code relatively late, after the present tRNA/aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase/ribosome system arose (Wong, 1975 )+ Consequently, those amino acids will probably not be recognized by their cognate codons, and other, earlier amino acids may have taken on those codons as part of their primordial set+ However, we can now tentatively predict that future amino acid selections will reveal the primordial codons, if any, assigned to those amino acids in the RNA world+ One thing is certain: new selection experiments are greatly needed to generate more data and fresh hypotheses about RNA-amino acid interactions+ It will be particularly interesting to see whether some amino acids common in prebiotic syntheses but not used in translation, such as norleucine, norvaline, and pipecolic acid (Wong & Bronskill, 1979) , were excluded from the code because no consistent codon motif could recognize them+ We hope that data from SELEX experiments will complement the conclusions from other analyses to provide a coherent account of when and why particular amino acids entered the canonical genetic code, as its mystery finally yields to experimentation+
